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OF THE 60-YEAR CURRICULUM
University continuing education organizations such as UCI’s Division of Continuing Education
(DCE) have the primary university responsibility for providing lifelong education after graduation.
Universities are recommitting to what is called the 60-year curriculum (60YC) by extending
lifelong learning into regular degree programs and beyond professional lives to education in
retirement.
The UCI Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI) has served people by offering a variety of
programs that are relevant to the interests of those who have, or are making the transition, from
career to retirement. OLLI symbolizes the extending of university learning resources to those at
one end of the spectrum of the 60YC.
However, more recently, UCI is recognizing that the 60YC begins in the freshman year as
students choose a major and form some intention toward life after graduation. Over 80 percent
of students and their parents believe that a university education is the best way to enter into a
meaningful career. And with tuition costs continuing to rise, the demand for a college education
that incorporates real world skill building is more important than ever.
In many UCI courses, our faculty requires students to work in groups and produce reports based
on real-world issues. UCI is offering students a wide range of extracurricular experiences and
courses to help prepare them for entering the work force. For instance, on a very elementary
level, employers report that the most significant skill gap among student employees is the lack
of knowledge of Excel and Microsoft Office.
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Employers nationwide have identified skills that they value most—problem solving, professionalism, communications, teamwork, intercultural fluency, and more. The DCE is developing free
courses for students that develop the skills they need. In addition, our certificate courses are
articulating with courses offered in UCI degrees and we’re developing a digital credentialing
system.
The 60YC provides the pathway to a continuous upgrade of the Orange County workforce.
UCI is dedicated to a continuous relationship with OC employers to gain an understanding of
the needs for workforce development so that pathways to higher paying jobs are being created
for UCI students and citizens of OC.
Learn more about our efforts to develop a more robust 60YC for you by reading the articles in
this magazine and by continuing to invest in your own 60YC with us.

Gary W. Matkin
Dean, Continuing Education
Vice Provost, Career Pathways
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Core Competencies

for Today’s Business Leaders
Leadership expert
and author Kevin
Groves serves up
essential traits
shared by today’s
top professionals.
One of the essential qualities for longterm success in today’s business world
is strong leadership — a broad category
that has myriad components. And many
of those components are constantly
shifting and adapting to ever-changing
global and cultural considerations, regardless of industry, NGO or non-profit.
It’s essential for up-and-coming leaders
to stay abreast of the changes and new
assessment tools available, while brushing
up on timeless competencies and
strategies necessary to excel in 2020,
said Kevin Groves, leadership expert and
noted author, as well as UCI Division of
Continuing Education instructor and
Pepperdine professor.
Groves has identified core competencies
that all leaders need to master in order
to build a strong foundation for success.
“It’s critical to develop competencies
across three primary levels: leading self,
leading teams, and leading organizations,”
he said. “The most important leadership
2
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competencies for demonstrating
influence and impact across these levels
include integrity, strategic insight, selfawareness, collaboration skills, leading
with purpose, mission and values, and
inspiring others through a shared vision.”
Groves points out that collaboration skills
are among the most crucial. Evolving
technology and changing organizational
structures require increasingly close
coordination across business units and
geographic regions, placing a premium on
leadership styles that drive collaboration
and influence without direct authority.
“The collaboration skills and competencies
that are most critical for leaders in today’s
complex, diverse stakeholder environments
include communication and listening
skills, consensus-building, managing
conflict, and cultural intelligence.”
Groves elaborated on several key qualities
he has researched and identified as
essential for today’s leaders:

Strategic Insight
Leaders must demonstrate strategic
insight and avoid “silo thinking” in their
decision-making. “This way leaders can
consistently adopt a ‘big picture’ view of
the issues and challenges facing the
organization,” Groves said. “Strive to
consider multiple departments, business
units, and/or regions and countries when
making decisions.”

Collaboration Skills
Always seek input from stakeholders and
invite a varied range of viewpoints.

Winter 2020

“Leaders who demonstrate collaboration
skills can effectively seek contributions
and input from a range of internal and
external stakeholders. This facilitates a
collaborative work environment that’s
open and receptive to the suggestions
of others.”

Mission-Values Purpose-Driven
Remember who you work for and what
the organization stands for — and act
accordingly with a strong sense of
purpose. “Leaders who are focused on
their organization’s mission and values
and are purpose-driven demonstrate
passion for the institutional mission.
They demonstrate core company values,
selflessness and orientation.”

Inspire Others
Strive to inspire others to adopt all of
these competencies. “Leaders who
inspire others can effectively articulate a
clear vision for the team, department or
project, and inspire coworkers to execute
a shared vision.”

Embrace Agility
Accept change as inevitable and adapt
proactively. “Leaders who demonstrate
agility can adapt to changing situations
and stay flexible and open-minded. They
work effectively with new people and
teams and demonstrate an openness to
new ways of doing things.”

Exhibit Self-Awareness
Above all, know thyself, be honest and
constantly work on self-improvement.

Leaders who exhibit self-awareness have
an accurate understanding of their
strengths and limitations and actively
seek to learn as much as possible from
experiences, successes and mistakes.
“This competency involves the willingness to develop any limitation in
leadership skills and knowledge bases.”

Integrity
“Leaders who demonstrate integrity
maintain a very high level of excellence,
honesty and standards concerning all
ethical, legal and regulatory issues. This
competency also involves the willingness
to make moral decisions despite the
potential for negative consequences.”
Two emerging competencies have
become increasingly relevant for
effective leadership in the 21st century:
Emotional Intelligence (or EQ) and
Cultural Intelligence (CQ), Grove said.
“Leaders who demonstrate Emotional
Intelligence are equipped with the skills
to address setbacks and obstacles in a
positive and constructive manner while
maintaining a positive attitude throughout difficult circumstances. Leaders with
Emotional Intelligence remain poised
during highly charged or stressful periods
and effectively role-model constructive
approaches to pushing through setbacks
and disappointments.”
There are validated tools for assessing
EQ that can prove critical for leadership
development. Groves’ company, Groves
Consulting Group, uses the Leader
Emotional Intelligence Assessment to

measure EQ skills that include selfawareness and self-regulation, as well as
interpersonal skills such as motivation,
empathy and influencing.
“The combination of a validated leader
EQ assessment and targeted development
plan is an important part of leadership
impact in today’s organizations where
relationships and knowledge/data are
the currency of the business.”
Cultural intelligence includes the ability
to effectively lead across different
cultures in terms of ethnicity, nationality,
and group cultures such as generations —
mainly Baby Boomers, Generation X and
Millennials. It also considers occupational
or professional cultures, academic background, political views and industry sector.
“Leaders with strong cultural intelligence
possess the skills to influence others in
cultural contexts that differ from their
own personal background and worldviews,” Groves said. “Rigorous research
on leadership effectiveness in culturally
diverse communities and regions
supports cultural intelligence as a critical
factor for successful collaborations and
partnerships.”

It’s important to recognize that today’s
workplace can be a mix of highly distinct
generational cultures. For example,
Millennials, who will comprise over
70% of the workforce by 2030, share
a unique set of values that strongly
distinguishes them from Gen X and
Baby Boomers, according to Groves.
“Millennials value diversity, work/life
balance and an enjoyable workplace,
along with high frequency of performance feedback, team-based work, and
high autonomy in work roles,” he added.
They are also far more loyal to their
own profession or calling compared to
company loyalty.
“In general, leaders in today’s organizations
must possess the CQ capabilities to
navigate across multiple cultural groups,
including multiple generations, cultural
backgrounds, geographic locations,
functional and professional groups, and
other forms of cultural groups.”
UCI Division of Continuing Education’s
leadership programs address these
competencies and are designed for
professionals at all levels. Learn more at
ce.uci.edu/leadership l

“The collaboration skills and competencies that are
most critical for leaders in today’s complex, diverse
stakeholder environments include communication
and listening skills, consensus-building, managing
conflict, and cultural intelligence.”
					
–Kevin Groves
•
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events

Upcoming Free Events:
Effective Communication:
Your Key to Success in
Independent Educational
Consulting
Monday, October 28
11am-12pm (PDT)
Data, Learning, and the
Learning Record Store
Wednesday, November 6
8:30-9:30am (PDT)
Live-Online GRE Strategy
Workshop
Wednesday, November 6
4-5pm (PDT)
6-7pm (PDT)

How to Identify Opportunities
and Evaluate New Business Ideas
Tuesday, December 3
11am-12pm (PDT)
Environmental Management
Information Session
Wednesday, December 11
12-1pm (PDT)
Paralegal Career and Program
Information Session
Wednesday, December 11
6-7pm
UCI Campus
Medical Device Development
Information Session
Monday, December 16
12-1pm (PDT)

l Sign up at ce.uci.edu/events
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transfer credit to

Partner
Colleges
UCI Division of
Continuing Education
partners with a
number of universities
to provide you a
“next step” on your
educational pathway.
We have articulation
agreements with
the universities listed.
These schools accept
coursework from
select UCI Division of
Continuing Education
certificate programs as
credit toward specific
degree programs.

Learn more at
ce.uci.edu/transfer.

l Certificate

Clinical Trials: Medical Device
and Drug Development

l University and Degree Program
Keck Graduate Institute (KGI) Of Applied Life Science’s:
Part-Time Master of Bioscience (MBS) Program
Northeastern University, Master of Science in Regulatory
Affairs for Drugs, Biologics, and Medical Devices OR Master
of Science in Project Management

Communications Systems
Engineering

University of Wisconsin-Platteville, Master of Science in
Engineering

Embedded Systems
Engineering

University of Wisconsin-Platteville, Master of Science in
Engineering
Keck Graduate Institute (KGI) Of Applied Life Science’s:
Part-Time Master of Bioscience (MBS) Program

Medical Product
Development

Northeastern University, Master of Science in Regulatory
Affairs for Drugs, Biologics, and Medical Devices OR Master
of Science in Project Management
University of Wisconsin-Platteville, Master of Science in
Engineering

Organizational Leadership
and Communication

University of Wisconsin-Platteville, Master of Science in
Organizational Change Leadership

Personal Financial Planning

Cal Lutheran-California Institute of Finance, Master in Business
Administration

Project Management

University of Wisconsin-Platteville, Master of Science in Project
Management

Regulatory Affairs and
Compliance

Supply Chain Management

Keck Graduate Institute (KGI) Of Applied Life Science’s:
Part-Time Master of Bioscience (MBS) Program
Northeastern University, Master of Science in Regulatory
Affairs for Drugs, Biologics, and Medical Devices OR Master
of Science in Project Management
University of Wisconsin-Platteville, Master of Science in
Integrated Supply Chain Management
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Bridging the gap
from high school to college
feature

Experience University Research lets high school students
take university-level courses on campus at UCI.
Valli Nachiappan dreams of studying engineering at an elite
university, hopefully at her hometown UC Irvine or another
UC school. The University High senior is focused and driven,
with a strong educational background, but making that big
jump to higher education is always quite jarring, even for
the best students.

Currently a junior at Capistrano Valley High, Brandon
Trodick took the EUR’s project management course and
found the experience to be a real eye-opener — the
coursework as well as the atmosphere. He was most
impressed by the wide gap between high school and
university classes.

She wanted to get a taste of college before making the
transition, so Valli enrolled in UCI Division of Continuing
Education’s Experience University Research (EUR), an
on-campus program that gives high school students from
Southern California an opportunity to take college-level
courses and experience life at a Top 10 public university.

“The atmosphere was so much more professional, I guess you
could say,” he added. “The classroom equipment, the way the
coursework was delivered, even the chairs
and desks.”

It’s more than just getting a feel for college coursework,
although there’s plenty of that. The best part of EUR might
well be meeting counselors and professors, learning about
the opportunities available at UCI and exploring academic
and social life on campus, Valli said.

“This was one of the best experiences
I’ve had for sure. Firstly, I enjoyed
the tour of the UCI campus that UCI
students guided us through. It was
really a nice experience seeing several
college students in one place and
seeing how college life is.”
“What I really enjoyed was working with the instructors
because they were so helpful and provided us with several
resources if we didn’t understand the topics.”

6
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“Everyone really wanted to be
there and study hard, which
made the lessons focused and
really easy to follow. High school
isn’t always like that.”
Exploring university life
Valli was attracted to the engineering course, not only to
prepare for college-level academics but also as a valuable
addition to her resume in an increasingly competitive UC
system. Having real university elective courses under your
belt when you apply for admission can certainly make a
candidate stand out.

“Out of all the courses Experience University Research
offered, I found the engineering course most appealing,”
she said. “I was inclined toward it because it focused on
Raspberry Pi programming, and though I knew some Python,
I wanted to familiarize myself with the Raspberry Pi and how
it works. I also wanted to experience studying at a collegelevel program taught by a UCI professor.”
Valli was able to get lots of experience with the popular
device, a small, stripped-down single-board unit mostly used
to teach basic computer science. Since her class was handson and free flowing, she could stretch herself and be creative
while experimenting with code. And she was able to keep the
Raspberry Pi for future experimentation.

“One of the best parts for me was interacting with students
from so many different backgrounds,” he said. “It was
especially interesting and rewarding to meet and interact with
my classmates who were from China. The EUR program is
open to lots of international students along with locals.”

College-level coursework
Experience University Research offers a broad range of
university courses over two sessions, the first of which is
available only to high school students. The second session
is offered to high school and university students, covering
advanced subject matter including global communication
skills, social ecology, and international trade and supply chain.

But perhaps the main thing she took away from her EUR
experience was getting a preview of life on the campus of a
world-class university. Interacting with older college students
and having access to leading professors was an invaluable
opportunity, she said.

All courses are designed to be academically challenging and
serve as an introduction to the rigors and rewards of university
life. And students can take one or more from either session
risk-free, without affecting their GPAs. The idea is to better
prepare the leaders of tomorrow for academic success and
enhance qualifications to get into a competitive school.

“After the EUR program I learned that college classes are
drastically different from high school classes, and it is mostly
up to the student to be self-driven,” Valli said. “Several of the
assignments, notes and resources were available, and it was

For Brandon, it was an outstanding opportunity to get a jump
on his ambitions to major in engineering, although right now
he’s especially interested in finance, specifically the stock
market. He and Valli both feel that any of their college-bound

up to us to make use of them. This program helped me learn
to manage my time well and understand how important it is
to do your own work because there aren’t going to be
parents or teachers hovering over you like in high school.”

high school peers could benefit greatly from the EUR program.

Brandon echoed those sentiments and added that the EUR
program exposed him to a far more diverse group of students.
It was similar to the type of international student body he
would encounter at one of his target schools, either UCI,
UCLA or Cal Tech.

“I would absolutely recommend this program to other
students,” Valli said. “Even though it may seem short, it surely
is a different experience. And while others may think that
they can learn the same things online, the atmosphere and
the instructors make this program so worth it. There are so
many tours around the UCI campus and the labs, it really
helps one get a feel of college life and the campus.” l

l i p.ce.uci.edu/EUR_SoCal
•
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instructor
Q AND A

Joe Burgess

UCI x Flatiron School
Web Development Instructor
Q. Why did you decide to become

Second, for students to ascend beyond
information gathering to applied knowledge they must understand the context
of what they are learning. We do this at
Flatiron School through explanations
of how tools and techniques fit into
the history and ecosystem of the topic.
Throughout their careers, our students
will need all sorts of skills and techniques.
By providing context, we help ease the
transition from topics we taught into
what students are actually learning and
doing on the job.

an instructor?

A. My first teaching job was in high
school, teaching Photoshop to kids at
a summer camp. Funnily enough, I took
that job in high school because it was
the highest paying job I could find, but
after a few weeks I realized that I loved
it. Teaching combines both the joy I get
from being a part of the success of
others with the problem solving required
to explain something effectively. As an
instructor at Flatiron School, I get the
opportunity to witness when students
start to understand something, and also
when they receive life-changing job
offers. It’s a very visceral feeling of
impact.
Q. What’s unique about your
teaching style?

A. I believe Flatiron School’s style is
an extension of my personal teaching
style. At Flatiron School, we believe the
following are essential keys to successful
teaching: teacher to student relationships
matter, knowledge requires context, and
students must learn to love the topic.
First, and I believe most importantly, is
that teacher-student relationships matter.
Understanding each person and their
unique learning style allows our teachers
to tailor our message. Whether it’s in a
lecture, a 1:1, or while giving feedback
on an assessment, we want every
message our teachers are conveying
to be fully understood by our students.
Relationships are how we make sure
that happens.

8
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Finally, we have to teach students how
to love what they are learning. Whether
it’s programming or knitting, learning is
hard. It can be so easy to devolve into
negativity when learning. The only way
to counteract that is by showing the joy
in your teaching. Joy is infectious, and
it’s our job to spread joy as much as
possible.

Q. What’s your favorite lesson to

teach and why?

A. How the internet works. We teach
that lesson as students transition from
the pure programming module, into
writing software for the internet. It’s my

“Teaching combines both
the joy I get from being
a part of the success of
others with the problem
solving required to explain
something effectively.”

Winter 2020

first opportunity to really reveal what’s
behind the curtain on a tool that every
student uses all the time. Students are
always shocked by the amount of
physical and software infrastructure that
goes into an experience that they use
every day. Did you know sharks used
to be a major problem for the internet?
They were attracted to the electromagnetic fields around the undersea cables
that connect the continents. The internet
is incredible, and I love getting to share
that with students every semester.

Q. What do you find most

rewarding about being an instructor?

A. Just like baking a cake, the most

rewarding experience is the outcome.
Hearing success stories from former
students is magical. Now that I’ve been
teaching for a while, I have a number
of students who are beyond their first
job. I have alums who progressed from
junior engineers to senior managers
and directors of engineering teams.
This is equally true for the new Web
Development program we are offering
at UCI. We are thrilled to offer flexible
course options that teach people the
practical programming skills they need to
accelerate their career – all while earning
academic credit, and a Certificate from
UCI. Getting the opportunity to have
such a visceral impact on another
person’s life is the best thing in the
world. l

Concurrent Enrollment
By enrolling in
Concurrent
Enrollment,
you can take
advantage of
over 5,000, UCI
undergraduate
and graduate courses
without formal
admission to the
university, based on
available space and
permission of the
course instructor
and/or department.
Courses carry
university credit,
may count toward
a degree, and
are taught by
distinguished UCI
faculty. Registration
in Concurrent
Enrollment does
not constitute
admission to UCI.

Concurrent Enrollment is ideal
for you if you are:

• returning to school
• completing degree requirements from another
college or university
• a high school student wanting to get a head
start on college
• considering applying for admission to UCI
• preparing for graduate or professional school
• lifelong learners

When are Concurrent Enrollment
classes offered?
Concurrent Enrollment is offered during the fall,
winter, and spring academic quarters.

How many classes can I take?
You may enroll in a maximum of 2 courses not to
exceed 8 units per quarter. Students intending
to transfer course credit to another college or
university should first verify acceptance of the
course at that institution.

How do I obtain a UCI catalogue or
schedule of classes?
Course descriptions are listed in the UCI
General Catalogue, online at catalogue.uci.edu.
The schedule of classes can be viewed online at
websoc.reg.uci.edu.

l ce.uci.edu/concurrent
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alumni

SPOTLIGHT

Elevating the role of

Gabe Contreras amplified
his position at UCI by
taking an innovative
DCE program.
Along with the rest of the business world, the role of the
Human Resources professional is rapidly evolving, whether
within the worlds of finance, healthcare or academia. No
matter how proficient or experienced, HR pros need to
stay up to speed with this changing landscape.
That’s why the Division of Continuing Education launched
an in-house program for UCI HR employees – the Human
Resources Business Partner Specialized Studies – designed
to elevate and expand their roles within the university.
Why not use world-class university resources to educate
university employees right on campus? The program was
a revelation for Gabriel Contreras, an experienced HR
professional who worked at UC Berkeley before coming
to Irvine five years ago.
“The HRBP program offers a great variety of content as it
relates to not only HR, but business in general. I especially
loved the content relating to data and metrics,” said
Contreras, now an HR Business Partner within the UCI
Health Sciences department. “I love working with numbers
and that was a big part of the curriculum.”
The good news is that you don’t have to be a UCI employee
to take this innovative program. It’s now offered in a new

10
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online format available to the public. The HRBP Specialized
Studies – which can be completed in as few as nine months –
is designed to amplify an HR employee’s role within their
organization and help them stay current with best practices.
Addressing the expanding role of today’s HR professional, the
program provides the tools to assume more of a leadership
role, while expertly managing the HR department. The
courses are taught by top professionals from several diverse
industries, covering areas such as metrics and analytics,
organizational design and development, and more.
Contreras found time to talk about his experience during
a busy late-summer schedule. The Anaheim resident gave
insight on the program, why he chose to take it and how
it has benefited his role at UCI.

You’ve been working within the UC system for several
years. What were you doing before getting into Human
Resources?
I started out working as a Recruiter, then later as an HR
Generalist for UC Irvine Medical Center. One of the key
things I took away from the Human Resources Business
Partner program is that it helped expand my
proficiency beyond just the ‘UC way,’ and
become more aware of HR themes and best
practices as an industry overall.

Is that what attracted you to the HRBP
program?
Yes, what mainly attracted me was that
we were going to gain insights from
experts from other organizations, big
names like Blizzard, Taco Bell, and
more, a variety of industries. And the
instructors all have such a wide array
of experience, I knew they could add
to my HR knowledge, since all of my
experience has been within the UC
system.

the HR professional
How has the role of HR changed over the years?
And how does the program address this?
I feel the role of HR is changing because we are now being
viewed as a true business partner to any organization, rather
than a place you need to go to when you have your typical
HR issue – discipline, termination, and so on. We are viewed
as an active player, and the program addresses this by
helping our goals align to our strategy, how HR can move
the business or organization forward. It places HR at the
front end of strategy rather than a reactionary department
to the organization.

“The Human Resources Business Partner
program offers a great variety of content
as it relates to not only HR, but business
in general. I especially loved the content
relating to data and metrics.”
—Gabriel Contreras

What sort of approach does the program take?
It offers a great variety of content, not only as it relates to
Human Resources but also business strategies in general.
And I especially loved the content relating to mining data
and interpreting metrics. I’m the type that loves to work with
numbers and it was interesting to see how that approach is
being used pretty much everywhere now, not just in certain
businesses or industries.

Talk a bit about the overall experience.
Was it experiential and hands-on?
Well, there was quite a bit of group work
involved, which often had us looking at our
own operations or roles and how we can
apply what we’re learning to our current
jobs. The capstone project at the end was
especially enlightening; we had to come up with
an idea that we could use in our department
using whatever theme or topic we had learned
through the course.

How did the program elevate your
proficiency as an HR professional?
It elevated my proficiency overall and it
helped me see the big picture and how my role

fit into that. The program also made me think more
strategically in my approach to certain tasks and projects.
It really helped me break down some barriers I had when
it came to how I approached my day-to-day role.

How would you characterize the quality of instructors?
They’re fabulous. The instructors have such a wide breadth
of experience and truly are an open book when it comes
to one-on-one interaction and answering questions. They
offered great insights and knowledge.

Would you recommend the program to HR professionals?
Absolutely. I would certainly recommend the program to
anyone in the HR field.

Let’s switch gears for a minute. What about your life
outside UCI? What do you like to do in your downtime?
My wife and I really enjoy the outdoors, tent camping in
particular. We’ve visited five national parks: Yosemite,
Sequoia, Grand Canyon, Joshua Tree and Death Valley.
Right now, we’re expecting our first child in November
and we couldn’t be more excited. l

l

ce.uci.edu/hrbp
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SIX WAYS
TO DETERMINE IF

CAN HELP YOU

Do you want to…
Y

N

Check all that apply.

l l Master advanced-level English grammar and apply it to your writing and speaking?
l l	Build on your English pronunciation skills, including the proper articulation of individual
sounds and word stress?

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

Learn impromptu speaking, discussion, and negotiation strategies?
Make smooth and polished presentations in English?
Communicate more effectively by cultivating your speaking and listening skills?
Improve your writing clarity, spelling, punctuation, and sentence and paragraph formation?

If you answered yes to any of the questions above, our ESL programs may help you achieve your
goals and advance your career.
Visit ce.uci.edu/esl to learn more about our evening ESL programs or ip.ce.uci.edu/esl for our
daytime Intensive ESL, Conversation & Culture, and Business English programs.
12
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Ask about our discount for local residents
Winter 2020

Your Gateway

to

Graduate Study

Post-Baccalaureate
Premedical Program
Two-year program designed for people
who are interested in applying to health
profession programs and are in need
of science prerequisites and guidance.
This program is particularly suited to
people who are career-changers and
non-science undergraduates. It gives
students the necessary academic
preparation and competitive
advantage that can help them get
accepted into medical school or other
desired allied health program.
Learn More:
Jennifer Bague-Sampson
Program Administrator/
Premedical Advisor
premedpb@uci.edu
l postbacc.bio.uci.edu

Post-Baccalaureate
Program in Pharmaceutical
Sciences

Post-Baccalaureate
Program in Psychological
Science

The Post-Baccalaureate Program
in Pharmaceutical Sciences is designed
for individuals seeking preparation for
graduate studies, career development,
or a career change, who feel they need
a stronger academic foundation in
pharmaceutical sciences. Preparation
provided by this program will benefit
those interested in a PharmD, PhD,
Master’s degree, or careers in
areas of pharmaceutical sciences.

Designed for anyone with a bachelor’s
degree (in any discipline) with an
interest in pursuing a graduate degree
and/or career advancement in
psychology.

 earn More:
L
pharmsci-grad@uci.edu
(949) 824-1991

 earn More:
L
Dr. Joanne Zinger
Program Director
(951) 662-3735

l pharmsci.uci.edu/post-bac

This certificate program provides the
opportunity to acquire foundational
knowledge, research experience, and/or
internship experience needed to make
your graduate school application more
competitive.

l ps.soceco.uci.edu/content/
post-baccalaureate-program

POST-BACCALAUREATE
PROGRAMS
Visit the program pages to learn about
admission requirements, curriculum,
and application deadlines.

•
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C O O R D I N AT E
your business continuity efforts to prepare for a
natural or man-made catastrophic emergency event

C O L L A B O R AT E
with local, state and federal agencies

The Role
of an
Emergency
Manager

PLAN
your response procedures

IMPLEMENT
emergency plans

RESPOND
to a crisis based on established models
and practices

IMPROVE
plans, response time and communication

Emergency Management
and Disaster Recovery
online certificate program
ce.uci.edu/em
14
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Learn how to respond effectively to natural, humancaused and technology-related disasters to keep
populations safe, mitigate loss, and ensure the
continuity of essential services and business operations.
More information:
Jennifer Mortensen • EngLfsci@ce.uci.edu

*Program fees subject to change.

•
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Preparing Human

Services Professionals
for Organizational Leadership
As a California State University of Long
Beach clinically trained social worker, Nikole
launched her career with the County of
Orange in their Child Protectives Services
unit, an experience that taught her to adapt
under extreme circumstances and intense
pressure.

Instructor
Nikole Seals
has an
impressive
breadth of
professional
experience
managing
the health
and wellness
of some of
Southern
California’s
most at-risk
communities
and individuals.

16
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Nikole’s family would say she has also been
an educator from the age of seven, when
her favorite activity was to play pretend
classroom and take the role of teacher.
This affinity for teaching is a driving force
behind her development of UCI Division
of Continuing Education’s first course in
human services management.
With over two decades of experience in
the field of human services, Nikole has
an acute understanding of the clinical
and managerial demands placed on
professionals in this industry. Health and
human services organizations can be
characterized as stressful settings, with
budgetary uncertainty, heavy caseloads,
and constantly evolving bureaucratic and
regulatory procedures. Due to these
pressures, it’s rare that clinicians are afforded
the time and support to cultivate their own
business leadership or managerial skills. The
fact that a candidate for promotion may be
an excellent practitioner does not always
equate to success as a manager.
Quite often, social workers or human
service coordinators move into management positions where their primary job
duties have changed from direct advocacy
to administrative tasks such as budget
planning, performance management, and
conflict resolution. UCI and Nikole’s goal
is to provide practicing health and human
services professionals with the training and
knowledge necessary to advance their
•

Winter 2020

career while establishing sustainable
management and leadership skills.

A community advocate
A Los Angeles native, Seals dealt with a
cultural adjustment when her family
moved south to Orange County before
she started junior high school. Leaving what
was a very diverse community and landing
in a predominantly white neighborhood
taught her how to be confident in spaces
and situations that are uncomfortable.
Nikole credits this experience as one of
the main factors that equipped her to step
into the particular line of work she chose
in the field of human services.
Now an accomplished organizational leader,
Seals dedicated the first ten years of her
professional career to the County of
Orange as a senior social worker, and
then later as a clinical social worker. This
challenging opportunity was offered as a
component of her participation in CSULB’s
California Social Work Education Center
(CalSWEC) stipend program. The CalSWEC
award Nikole received was provided
through the federal government’s Title IV-E
funding; resources that are dedicated to
child welfare training. This support and
training from the university allowed Seals
to jumpstart her career in a role that has
shaped her into the person she is today.
“As a child protective services worker
you manage high risk cases and have
the immense responsibility of making
judgement calls on not only the well-being
of a child but also whether or not family
members are going to stay together. I dealt
with the fear of getting it wrong – and
even a fear for the repercussions of getting
things right.” Dealing with families in crisis

“…I love that I have been able to incorporate these passions
into the work I have done teaching others.”
—NIKOLE SEALS

meant that everyday held some sort of
uncertainty and an evolving pace of work.

volume, incremental changes in culture
can seriously impact the bottom line.

Nikole attributes some of her career
success to the way she cared for herself
during these challenging moments. The
value of personal wellness is something she
hopes to instill in future managers so they
can mindfully support their staff through
stressful situations or decision making.

In Nikole’s course, Human Services
Management Essentials, students will
discuss topics ranging from leadership
emotional intelligence to recognizing
personal bias. Offered online over
six-weeks, the course is designed for
professionals seeking a deeper understanding of the organizational challenges
administrators face and the professional
skills needed to be an effective human
services manager.

“One of my personal beliefs about life is
to really do the work you love and be
passionate about it,” she adds, “I’ve also
had a very strong drive for self-care. So,
practicing holistic health, staying active,
eating a really good diet, all of these things
have become a part of who I am as a
professional and I love that I have been
able to incorporate these passions into the
work I have done teaching others.”
As an instructor, Nikole will also equip her
students with the communication skills
required to set boundaries with staff while
they simultaneously provide coaching and
support to these practitioners who bear the
intense emotional demands of the field.

Stepping into a new role
Through her journey, Seals noticed that a
strong leadership culture was missing from
the management ranks of a number of
human service organizations she worked
with. This void would complicate her work,
making it more difficult to achieve the
mission or goals of a program. A strong
business case can also be made for creating
an environment where employees feel
recognized and supported since these
conditions lower staff turnover and end
some of the toxic behavior that affects
service delivery. Sounds straight forward,
but when a provider is operating at a high

“I am excited because I’ve gotten to watch
the evolution of this field since I was a
teenager,” she added. “The fact that
there has been enormous growth
has increased the need for a highly
qualified workforce – people
who can manage the demands
of consumers and act on
the opportunity to be an
agent of change in
someone else’s life.” l
lL
 earn

more at
ce.uci.edu/
humanservices

•
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Short Courses, Lasting Impact
1 - 3 Day Courses on UCI Campus

Employee Development in:
• Communication
• Technology
• Management and Leadership
• Project Management
• And More!

ce.uci.edu/consortium
“Excellent course. Although I have given many talks in my
profession, I chose to take this course to learn more effective
skills in communication. This was excellent for learning how
to better ‘connect’ with the audience and be a more effective
communicator. I am confident this will be most efficacious
in helping me with future presentations.”
Jefferson W. Chen, MD, PhD, UC Irvine School of Medicine
“I was interested in improving my day to day business
writing and emails. This class provided me with useful
tips and solutions for my everyday use. I chose UCI for
my education needs because I value their reputation in
the community and would recommend UCI Continuing
Education (and this class) to my peers!”
Persila Nia, Edwards Lifesciences

18

Questions? Contact Us!
Lindsay Doherty (949) 824-7506 lindsay.doherty@uci.edu
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Champion product development.
Foster creativity and collaboration.
Innovation & Product Development
Specialized Studies
Capitalizing on innovation is essential to business growth. Knowing how to do so is critical to career
growth. Contribute to the successful development of new products and services for your organization with the Innovation & Product Development Specialized Studies program.
Designed with the promising creative professional in mind, this fully online program – taught by
industry experts – offers the knowledge and skills required to move through the creativity and
innovation process and take ideas to the commercial marketplace.

What will you learn?
“Innovation & Product Development is a lot like an individualized incubator
program. We teach about the process of entrepreneurship. This includes
exercises and projects to help people brainstorm, collaborate with others to
improve an idea, make difficult business decisions like product pivots, and
pitch their ideas to others.”
-david winikoff, dce instructor, inventor, entrepreneur

How will you benefit?
“I needed something quick and fast to get me in and moving forward…and
with all the projects I had spinning up it was perfect timing and the perfect
curriculum. For someone who may be thinking about product management
and product development, this is a great way for them to get their feet wet,
learn something new, understand it, and start looking at entry-level product
management positions.”
-travis allen, program graduate

How long will it take?
With just four required courses, you can earn your specialized studies in as
few as six months! The 100% online curriculum provides the convenience
and flexibility you need to balance your education with work and family
commitments.

LEARN MORE TODAY!
l

ce.uci.edu/ipd l anna.yoshida@uci.edu l (949) 824-5043
•

ce.uci.edu
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Esports
Management
Specialized Studies
Program

COURSES
Pivot to an esports career by leveraging your current expertise
with industry backed education on the nuances of project
management and communication in this burgeoning field.
According to a market report by Newzoo, global esports revenues
reached $906 million in 2018, a year-over-year growth of +38%.
Traditional athletic apparel companies such as Nike, Adidas, and

OVERVIEW
OF ESPORTS

Under Armour are expected to compete for team jersey rights in the
coming years and major telecom companies are acquiring gamer
centric programming providers. As business opportunities flourish,
the industry will create demand for professionals with the right
mix of skill, passion, and knowledge.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION
IN ESPORTS

• Speak knowledgeably about the history, community, and business of
esports with future employers and other stakeholders in the industry.
• Develop actionable suggestions to encourage growth or improvement
in the esports industry.
• Develop effective communications geared towards fans and decision
makers within the esports industry.
• Create social media content that entices esports fan interaction.
• Apply project management skills and tools to initiate, plan, execute,
and close an esports live event.

ESPORTS PROJECT
MANAGEMENT:
LIVE EVENTS

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N :
Henry Ngo | henry.ngo@uci.edu | (949) 824-9796
20
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5 Advantages
of Earning
Your CFP®
Certification*
1

Career Insurance (for you)
	Gives you the competitive edge to
get you the interview and in the field

2
3

Build Credibility
90% of consumers say they are
confident in working with an advisor
who has CFP® certification

	
Be Elite

4

in a Growing Field
Only 25% of practicing financial
advisors have risen to this distinction
of expertise

Help Others
	Satisfaction in helping people meet
their most complex goals and financial
needs

5

Satisfying Career Path
91% of CFP® professionals are very
satisfied with their career choice

*CFP Board, Why CFP® Certification Matters, 2017 study

Prepare to become
a CFP® Professional
Personal Financial Planning
Certificate Program
• Part-time evening: online and on-campus
• Accelerated: on-campus (select weekends)

 anked #5 “Best Online Certified
R
Financial Planning (CFP) Programs”
by TheBestSchools.org

ce.uci.edu/pfp

Starting a new life
and career in the U.S.
alumni

SPOTLIGHT

Rob Archibald left the U.K. to seek success
in Orange County — and found it through
DCE’s Accelerated Certificate Program (ACP).
Rob Archibald was stuck in a dead-end job back in his native
U.K., working in sales and feeling unfulfilled, dreaming about
starting a new life. He had a degree in music composition,
but wanted to get into data science and learn accounting and
finance skills to help jumpstart his career.
Rob always had a knack for working with numbers, but he
needed to get a strong academic background in a new field
and gain some practical knowledge — maybe do some
networking that could open doors to a promising career.
So he made the decision to come to Orange County and
enroll in DCE’s Data Science and Predictive Analytics for
Business Professionals Accelerated Certificate Program (ACP).
After finishing the program, he enrolled in a second ACP to
gain further experience in International Finance and an
internship experience, both designed for international
students.
“This is such a beautiful part of the country… and UCI had
exactly what I was looking for,” Archibald said. “I didn’t have
the first idea about data science before taking the program.
And I didn’t have the time or money to go after another
degree, so the program was exactly what I needed to launch
my new career.”
The three-month postgraduate certificate programs combined
gave him the skills and background that led to an internship
with Geraci LLP, an Irvine-based law firm, media and consulting
company. He proved to be such an indispensable and
innovative team member, Geraci offered him a full-time
position to complete Optional Practical Training (OPT), a
12-month practical training experience.
“While he interned with us, Rob developed many great ideas,
which he then executed in a way that greatly exceeded my

expectations,” said Dennis Baranowski, senior banking and
finance attorney for Geraci. “It’s clear that Rob cared deeply
about every task that he performed here, whether it be basic
data entry or teaching himself how to code in our practice
management software. I would clone Rob if I could and take
over the world.”
Digital Marketing Coordinator Rebekah Guerra was equally
impressed with Rob’s knowledge and performance.
“I worked with Rob on a daily basis and he was a fantastic
team member,” she said. “He has a strong analytic and
technical background with his UCI [DCE] education and has
a very dynamic, strategic mind. I’m really looking forward
to continue working with him going forward.”
With his new role at Geraci to look forward to, Rob plans to
settle down in Newport Beach. While packing
for a quick trip back to the U.K., he recently
found time to talk about his journey and
experience with UCI DCE.

What led you to pursue data science
and finance when you had no background in it?
Well, for the last seven years or so,
I was working all sorts of random
jobs (hospitality, education,
carpentry, sales) across the U.K.,
purely as means to ends – my
focus was on saving to travel,
to fulfill lifelong dreams
before getting tied down
by career and family. My
move to the U.S. was really

DCE alum Rob Archibald (right) with Sylvia McDonald (left) of Geraci
LLP at a recent DCE Internship Program Networking Night event.
22
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“The internship preparation course I took coordinates networking events
every quarter that give students a chance to meet each other along with
representatives from companies that offer internships through the ACP.”
—Rob Archibald

my first ever attempt at building a career I wanted
to stay in. I decided to get into data analytics for several
reasons, mostly because it’s an exponentially growing field
that’s applicable to any industry. I’ve always been good with
numbers, and I come from a family with a strong background
in math and science, so it seemed like the right move. Right
now, I’m very excited about this opportunity with Geraci.

You certainly caught on fast.
I’m still far from an expert but so long as I know a little bit
more than the person next to me, I get by (with a little help
from my friend, Google). (laughs) Both certificate programs
and my internship allowed me to grow substantially into
the role.

How did you go about getting the internship at Geraci?
The internship preparation course
I took coordinates networking
events every quarter that give
students a chance to meet
each other along with representatives from companies
that offer internships through
the ACP. So I attended with
a friend of mine and met
someone from Geraci. My
friend found an opening
there right away
and helped
me make

connections at Geraci when I was ready. He was able to open
doors to the company, so a good friend to know! (laughs)

Tell me about that experience. What did the internship
entail?
Well, when I started out, the company had just lost their
accountant and CFO during the same week. So that actually
gave me opportunities I might not have had. During my
interview I told them I’d like to focus some of my work on
what I learned specifically about accounting in my coursework,
and they said I probably wouldn’t get a chance. But when
they lost their accountant, I was able to reshape my internship
to work a great deal more with accounting than anticipated,
and I used what I learned in my ACP to inform my work as a
whole. I also got to set up an entirely new marketing dashboard system, integrating all sorts of online data to provide
actionable insights. It was a fun project to take on and I’m
looking forward to expanding on it.

I understand the ACP and internship experience are geared
to international students. How are their specific needs
addressed?
Both addressed the differences in academia and business in
the U.S., which isn’t really that different from the U.K., but the
classes here are more interactive and we were encouraged
to ask questions. We also learned about getting work visas,
details like that.

How would you characterize the quality of the faculty?
Overall, I’d say they were excellent, very professional, helpful
and open to answer any questions I might have.

So now you’re ready to settle into Orange County life.
What sorts of things do you like to do in your spare time?
I love live music, and I’m very much into adventure travel. I
like taking long motorcycle trips through less developed parts
of the world. I once spent nine months riding my motorbike
from South Africa to Kenya. I’ve also travelled through
Southeast Asia, China and most of Europe. I plan on taking a
motorcycle trip through Central and South America sometime
in the future. l

lc
 e.uci.edu/international
•
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FOUR REASONS

to Earn an Online Certificate
The marketplace is competitive and many job seekers are
endeavoring to gain an inside edge. One potential path?
Enrolling in a certificate program. In fact, certificate programs
are the fastest-growing credential, according to Inside Higher
Education. Wondering how a certificate can help you get
ahead? Read on for a roundup of four reasons to invest in
an online certificate, along with why studying it online – and
with UCI, in particular – is especially advantageous.
1. You’ll be more
competitive in the
global marketplace.
Today’s job market is fierce, and landing a job can be a
difficult prospect. A certificate can help you position yourself
above the pack. A peek into the hiring process in a recent
report shows that “hiring managers default to saying ‘no,’
and that’s reinforced over and over again by terrible job
applications.” The numbers and percentages of qualified
applicants for jobs is telling – a certificate further enhances
your qualifications and will likely make your application
look more appealing to hiring managers.
Online certificate programs are transforming the learning
experience: “They aren’t designed to be a replacement for a
degree, but they allow professionals to learn new skills to
move them ahead in their careers, get them up to speed in a
new field, or meet state licensing requirements,” writes Ginger
Dean for Forbes. There is no doubt a certificate won’t hurt
you – in fact it might give you the edge you need, especially
in such a competitive job market.
24
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2. Lifelong learning is a
must in today’s world.
Learning is the key to ongoing relevancy in the fast-moving
marketplace. Employers recognize that investing in your
education and skill set is necessary at every stage (and at
every age) of a person’s career. Everyone else thinks so too,
as, according to a survey by the Pew Research Center, “87%
of workers believe it will be essential for them to get training
and develop new skills throughout their work life in order to
keep up with changes in the workplace.”
Depending on your industry, or field of work, a certificate can
keep you up-to-speed on the latest innovations and changes,
while simultaneously making you more employable, and also
a valued asset and expert for your company or organization.
Adelia Cellini Linecker for Investors.com offers excellent
advice. “Perhaps,” she writes, “the best way to approach any
career change is to acknowledge that demand shifts rapidly
and to plan accordingly.”
An online certificate can give you the skills and certification
you need to stay relevant, especially if you find yourself
post-graduation or as a non-traditional student, going back
to school, and continuing education after a leave of absence,
maternity leave, or even with just a desire to change your
career path.

3. You’ll have full control
over your schedule.
What’s so special about studying online? The flexibility can’t
be beaten: log on and learn anytime, anywhere. Fitting in both
advancing your studies and gaining more relevant experience,
along with other commitments in life, can be tough in this
fast-paced modern society. The best thing about earning your
certificate online is that you can learn at your own pace, and
on your own time.
“Online education has opened up training opportunities to
many who were traditionally underserved by higher education
institutions. By shortening the commute to simply a walk to
the computer, providing the opportunity to study when you’re
feeling your best, letting students learn when their children
are occupied or napping, and allowing frequent travelers to

study no matter where they are, convenient online training
has made it possible for nearly anyone to go back to school,”
writes one blogger for Careerstep.com.

4. UCI Division of
Continuing Education
is setting the standard.
When it comes to online certificate programs, UCI DCE leads
the way in helping people leverage the many benefits of
online credentialing. As the continuing education arm of the
University of California, Irvine – an institution ranked in the
top ten public schools in the United States by the U.S. News
and World Report – UCI DCE is committed to advancing
continuing education through innovative, world-class
education that blends theory and practice.
There are a wide range of certificate programs, specialized
studies, and special courses available in such subject areas
as business, technology, education, law, finance, engineering,
healthcare, and more. The online learning format provides
flexibility and convenience to learners no matter where they
live or work.
Enrolling is easy and is done on a course-by-course basis.
Students can pick and choose the courses they want, and
enroll. It’s that simple! Enrolling in the entire certificate
program is not required. Courses are facilitated by expert
instructors who help guide you through the curriculum,
and towards certificate completion.
There are also ample networking opportunities available
with other learners who share the same academic interests.
Advancing your career, learning specialized skills, investing in
your future, has never been so readily accessible. And, the
best thing is that it’s all possible without ever leaving the
comfort of your own home!
Certificates can offer you an amazing lifelong career advantage, and UCI DCE is positioned to help you get the most out
of the increasingly popular choice of online certificates. l
lT
 o

view all of the certificates available,
visit ce.uci.edu/certificates.

•
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Get Social
With Us
Join the conversation

and be part of a community of
lifelong learners. Whichever social
media channel you prefer, there
are many ways to stay in touch
with UCI Division of Continuing
Education.

ce.uci.edu/getsocial
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HOW TO AVOID
WORKAHOLISM

Do you feel over worked and tired
at the end of the day?
Here are a few ways to find
the balance between work
life and personal life.

1.

5.

TAKE BREAKS
 reaks are great! Always
B

PLAN ACTIVITIES
 fter work, set reminders
A

remember to step away
and take some time to relax
throughout the workday.

for activities such as going
to the gym, movies, or any
other leisure activity.

3.

DON’T TAKE
WORK HOME

When you go home, try
not to answer work emails.
Make time for yourself,
friends, and/or family.

2.

6.

POWER DOWN
 now what time you are
K
planning to leave work,
and make an effort to
leave on time
at the end
of each day.

GO ON A VACATION
 hen possible, use
W

4.

MEDITATE
Meditation is a great

your vacation days.
Go on a trip so that
you can come
back refreshed,
relaxed, and
ready to take
on the workday!

way to de-stress,
relax, and slow down
after a day of work.

Try these tips to feel re-charged
and ready to take on the day!
•
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A S S O C I AT I O N

You are UC Irvine.

You are a part of the Anteater family.
And you have access to exclusive benefits.
Our members receive a host of benefits not only as an incentive to join the association, but
to say thank you as well. After all, without our members, we would not exist and neither
would a network dedicated to connecting alumni with each other and the university!

Top 5 benefits of membership
l
l
l
l
l
l

Stay connected: Find out the latest UC Irvine news, research and updates.
Help yourself: Every membership helps increase UC Irvine’s national ranking.
Save money: Get discounts on a wide variety of goods and services.
Have fun: Receive exclusive access to exciting events and programs.
Show your pride: It’s just the right thing to do.

alumni.uci.edu

Division of
Continuing Education

Alumni Chapter
Whether you signed up for your first UCI Division of Continuing Education course for
personal or professional development, you became part of something special the moment
you clicked the registration button. Now you’ve taken the courses, you’ve developed new
skills, you’ve improved your resume, and you’ve met some terrific friends and colleagues
along the way. The best way to keep your Continuing Education experience going? Join
the Alumni Chapter! It’s free and easy to register, and once you’re a member, you open up
a whole new world of opportunities – from social and networking events, to educational
and mentoring experiences. The best part – you participate as little or as much as you
want.

l
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OLLI
UCI
at

knowledge
is

L I MI T L E SS .
...

Become a
student for life
by joining
OLLI at UCI.

OLLI at UCI is an organization of lifelong learners – retired
and semi-retired – who want to continue cultivating their
minds and enhancing their lives through education.
For a low annual fee, members enjoy a variety of courses in
areas such as literature, history, science, the arts and more.
Social activities, excursions to local museums and attractions,
and special events like wine tastings and tickets to local
performances are also available to members, many of whom
have been active OLLI at UCI students for numerous years.
And no tests or grades mean everyone learns just for the
pure joy of it!
OLLI at UCI courses are taught by UCI professors as well as
other local professionals and are offered during the fall and
spring semesters, typically meeting once a week for
2-5 weeks.

Call 949.451.1403 or
visit ce.uci.edu/olli
to learn more about OLLI
at UCI and easy steps to
becoming a member!

•

ce.uci.edu
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Web
Development
Online Certificate
Program

For the first time ever, you can experience Flatiron School’s
renowned Online Web Development Program while earning up
to 17 units of academic credit. Founded in New York City, Flatiron

CAREER INSIGHT
(OCCUPATIONAL SUMMARY FOR
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS)

School is a pioneer in the immersive software engineering education
field. Now, partnering with UCI, they’re offering access to their

881,231

curriculum like never before.

JOBS (2018)

HERE’S HOW THIS EXCLUSIVE UCI X FLATIRON
SCHOOL PROGRAM IS UNIQUE:
• Develop in-demand skills: Learn popular programming languages
like HTML, Ruby, JavaScript and more. Learn introductory software
engineering in as little as 10 weeks, or gain the skills to become a
professional full-stack web developer in just 10 months.
• Learn on your schedule: Since the courses are online and part-time,
you can take them anywhere, anytime. Whether you’re a busy student
or working full-time, our courses can fit into your schedule.
• Earn UCI academic credit: Earn anywhere between 2 – 17 units of
UCI Division of Continuing Education academic credit per course.
• Get help landing a job: Enroll in the full Online Web Development
Accelerated Program and, after graduating, you’ll receive a dedicated
career coach who is committed to helping you land a job.

FO R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N :
Erica Kasai | technologyprograms@ce.uci.edu | (949) 824-5754
Sammetra Daniels | sammetra.daniels@flatironschool.com | (646) 693-0569

28.3%
PROJECTED GROWTH
(2018-2028)

78k - $129k

$

ANNUAL SALARY
(25TH-75TH PERCENTILE)
SOURCE: Economic Modeling
Specialists International (Emsi)

A PPLY N O W AT:
flatironschool.ce.uci.edu
•
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PROGRAM

highlights

Project Management

Instructional Design for
Higher Education
Whether you’re an educator exploring
an instructional design role or a current
designer looking to transition, this online
specialization will provide you with a
brand new toolkit of skills and knowledge
to help you prepare for a successful
career in higher education instructional
design. Complete the program in as few
as six months!
l

ce.uci.edu/highered

Project management students develop
documentation on simulated projects
to gain a deeper understanding of the
project environment while satisfying
education requirements to sit for
the PMP® exam. Courses cater to
professionals in any discipline who
manage projects in their organization
and to those with other work experience
who are preparing to pursue opportunities where project management skills
and training is required.
lce.uci.edu/pm

Strategic Communication
Management

Sport Management

Prepare for career success by increasing
your knowledge of a variety of modern
communication tools and channels and
how to use them successfully. Through
this online specialized studies, you’ll build
critical skills to help you develop and
manage a broad range of communication
strategies within your organization.
l

Plan your next move into a sport
management role with training from
veterans and experts of this exciting
industry. Our sport management
courses offer collaborative online
learning experiences that challenge
students to understand and design
solutions in sport marketing, finance,
and facilities management.
lc
 e.uci.edu/sport

ce.uci.edu/stratcomm

University Preparation
Programs
International students looking for assistance in successfully becoming a
competitive applicant, navigating the
American university system, and finding
their right-fit university can benefit from
our preparation programs. With several
different tracks to choose from to meet
individualized needs, students can even
start taking credit-bearing courses
transferable to their degree.
l i p.ce.uci.edu/up

Global Human Resources
Management
The certificate program in Global
Human Resources Management offers
international students the opportunity to
gain the skillset of a global workforce
leader. Focusing on the application of
best practices of human resources
professionals, students learn how to
succeed in increasingly internationalized
businesses worldwide.
l
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Contract Management
Explore a career that positions you
with unique expertise as you impact
every level and department in your
organization.
Gain a working knowledge in the
contracting field – whether commercial,
government, or international.

Healthcare Analytics
Specialized Studies
Learn analytical skills to collect, organize,
and visualize data to improve patient
outcomes and the operational efficiency
of healthcare systems.

lc
 e.uci.edu/healthcare
analytics

l ce.uci.edu/cm

Python for Data Science,
Web, and Core Programming
Are you a beginning or intermediate level
programmer working in data science,
analytics, software development, or
UX/UI design? Learn the Python
programming concepts of idioms,
libraries, data structures, data retrieval,
processing, visualization, networked
application interfaces and databases
to advance your career and improve
the performance of your code.

l ce.uci.edu/python

Public Policy Making
Academy

Optical Instrument Design
Certificate Program

Through formal training in the areas
of municipal finance, land use,
housing, transportation, and economic
development, newly elected officials gain
the knowledge needed to become adept
at public policy making in key local
government areas.

This program builds on optical systems
engineering skills gained in the Optical
Engineering Program and addresses the
growing demand for skilled professionals
who can conceptualize, design, and
manufacture optical and optomechanical
components, systems, and instruments.

l ce.uci.edu/publicpolicy

l ce.uci.edu/optics

Cyber Security
Develop key knowledge for information
systems security; including access
control, administration, audit and
monitoring, risk, response, and recovery.
This program prepares you to sit for the
Certified Information Systems Security
Professional (CISSP®) exam administered
by the International Information Systems
Security Certification Consortium, Inc.,
(ISC)2®.

l ce.uci.edu/cyber
•
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programs in:

Arts&

Entertainment

The Arts & Entertainment industries
continue their boom through the
thriving food scene and surge for
content in TV, film and new media.
Launch an exciting career as a
rising chef or filmmaker l

programs
lC
 ulinary Arts Program

l
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programs in:

Business &

Management

To thrive in today’s
rapidly changing
business environment,
you must have the
most up-to-date
knowledge and skill
set. These programs
can help you stay
ahead of the curve
and boost your
performance within
your organization l

l ce.uci.edu/bm

programs
lB
 usiness Administration Certificate Program
lB
 usiness Analysis Certificate Program
lC
 ontract Management Certificate Program
lD
 igital Marketing & Communications Certificate Program
lE
 -Learning Instructional Design Certificate Program
lE
 sports Management Specialized Studies Program
lH
 R Business Partner Specialized Studies Program
lH
 uman Resources Management Certificate Program
l Innovation & Product Development Specialized Studies Program
l International Tourism & Hotel Management Certificate Program
l Interpretation Certificate Program
l L ean Six Sigma Black Belt Certificate Program
l L ean Six Sigma Green Belt Specialized Studies Program
lM
 eeting & Event Management Specialized Studies Program
lN
 onprofit Management Specialized Studies Program
lP
 roject Management Certificate Program
lR
 eal Estate Licensure Specialized Studies Program
l S pa and Wellness Management Certificate Program
l S port Management Specialized Studies Program
l S trategic Communication Management Specialized Studies Program
l S upply Chain Management Certificate Program
lT
 he Business of Coffee: Modern Production Processes in Colombia
Specialized Studies Program

•
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programs in:

Education
Be an educational leader by helping
your students succeed. These
programs provide proven instruction
that incorporates the best and latest
practices in student learning, content
development and administration l
programs
lC
 lear Induction Administrative Services Credential
lG
 ifted & Talented Education (GATE) Specialized
Studies Program

l Independent Educational Consultant Certificate
Program

l Instructional Design for Higher Education
Specialization

lM
 ontessori Teacher Education Program
l Preliminary Administrative Services Credential
lR
 eading Certificate Program
lT
 eaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL)
Certificate Program

lT
 eaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
(TESOL) Certificate Program

l ce.uci.edu/educ
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programs in:

Engineering

Become a technical leader
by learning the most
innovative engineering
techniques and
methodologies. Enhance
your problem-solving
skills in a wide variety of
engineering disciplines
with these programs l

programs
lD
 evice Software Engineering Specialized
Studies Program

l Embedded Systems Engineering Certificate Program
l Internet of Things (IoT): Applications and

Opportunities Specialized Studies Program

l Optical Engineering Certificate Program
l Optical Instrument Design Certificate Program
l Systems Engineering Certificate Program

Join our LinkedIn group to receive industry
updates, job postings and more
linkedin.com/groups/13670954

l ce.uci.edu/eng
•
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programs in:

Environment &

Facilities

Meet environmental regulatory
challenges and the increasing need
for sustainable and green initiatives.
Learn the practical applications
and business aspects of facilities
management. Develop emergency
management plans to effectively
respond to natural and technologyrelated disasters. Ensure your
organization is in compliance by
sharpening your environmental,
facilities and emergency
management skills l
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programs
lE
 mergency Management and

Disaster Recovery Specialized
Studies Program

lE
 nvironmental Management
Certificate Program

lF
 acilities Management
Certificate Program

lW
 ater-Energy Nexus Certificate
Program

Join our LinkedIn group to receive
industry updates, job postings
and more
linkedin.com/groups/13669863

l ce.uci.edu/envfac

programs in:

Finance &

Accounting
Acquire the comprehensive
training you need to start
your financial career.
These programs allow
you to further advance
your professional career
by satisfying educational
requirements to sit for the
CFP® and CPA exams l
programs
lA
 pplied Accounting Certificate Program
lC
 FP® Review
l CPA Review
l Personal Financial Planning Certificate Program
lW
 ealth That Lasts

l ce.uci.edu/finance
•
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programs in:

Healthcare
Stay current in the rapidly changing
healthcare industry by acquiring
critical skills that help reduce errors
and boost productivity. Advance your
career with knowledge that maximizes
value and minimizes waste within any
healthcare organization l

programs
lH
 ealthcare Analytics Specialized
Studies Program

l L ean Healthcare Specialization
lP
 harmacy Technician
Program

Join our LinkedIn group to receive
industry updates, job postings
and more
linkedin.com/groups/13687933

l ce.uci.edu/healthcare
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International Programs
From English language
instruction, to university
preparation and high-quality
certificates and internships,
our practical, real-world
experiences help students
advance their resume and
global competence l

programs
lE
 nglish Language Programs
• Intensive ESL
• Conversation & Culture
• Business English

lC
 ertificate & Internship Programs

• Business Administration
• Data Science & Predictive Analytics for
Business Professionals
• Digital Marketing & Communications
• Global Human Resources Management
• Innovation Management & Entrepreneurship
• International Business Operations &
Management
• International Finance
• International Tourism & Hotel Management
• Professional Immersive Experience
• Project Management
• Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL)
• Internship Program
• Optional Practical Training (OPT)

lU
 niversity Preparation Programs

• International Undergraduate Preparation
Program (IUPP)
• International Graduate Studies Preparation
Program (IGSPP)

lE
 xperience UCI Programs

• Academic Study Abroad Program (ASAP)
• Experience University Research (EUR)

lC
 ustom Designed Programs

l

ce.uci.edu/international
•
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programs in:

Law
Gain a solid grounding in all
the essential areas of the law
with this set of programs.
From an ABA-approved paralegal
program, to courses in public
policy making, you will develop
the knowledge and skills
needed to function in
any legal setting l
programs
lH
 igh School Summer Institute in Law
lP
 aralegal Certificate Program
lP
 ublic Policy Making Academy

l
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programs in:

Leadership
Explore your leadership
potential and gain a
valuable credential with
our leadership programs.

programs
lB
 usiness Essentials for Leaders
Specialization

l L eadership & Management Short
Courses

lO
 rganizational Leadership &

Communication Certificate Program

Learn how to combine
business expertise and
people skills to drive your
company forward l

l S trategic Leadership Development
Certificate Program

l

ce.uci.edu/leadership
•
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programs in:

Life

Sciences

Learn how to navigate
the dynamic and highly
complex medical device
and biotechnology industries
with these programs.
Build a comprehensive
understanding of these
rapidly growing fields from
research and development,
to manufacturing operations
and management l

programs
lC
 linical Research Certificate Program
lC
 linical Laboratory Science/Medical

Technology (CLS/MT) Training Program

lC
 linical Trials: Medical Device & Drug
Development Certificate Program

lC
 omparative Effectiveness Research and
Evidence Based Medicine Certificate
Program

lM
 edical Device Development Certificate
Program

lP
 ostbaccalaureate Premedical Program
lP
 ost-Baccalaureate Program in
Pharmaceutical Sciences

lR
 egulatory Affairs and Compliance
Certificate Program

Join our LinkedIn group to receive industry
updates, job postings and more
linkedin.com/groups/13671446

l
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programs in:

Technology
Master the
latest trends in
programming,
web development,
information
security, data
science, and more l

programs
lA
 gile Project Management Certificate Program
lB
 lockchain Technologies Specialized Studies Program
lB
 usiness Intelligence & Data Warehousing Specialized Studies
Program

lC
 omputer Programming Courses
lC
 yber Security Certificate Program
lD
 ata Science Certificate Program
lD
 atabase Management Certificate Program
lF
 ull Stack Web Development Certificate Program
l J ava Programming Certificate Program
lM
 achine and Deep Learning Specialized Studies Program
lM
 obile Application Development Certificate Program
lP
 redictive Analytics Certificate Program
lP
 ython for Data Science, Web and Core Programming
Specialized Studies Program

l S earch Engine Optimization (SEO) Specialized Studies Program
lW
 eb Design Certificate Program
lW
 eb Development Certificate Program

l ce.uci.edu/tech

•
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Certificate Programs
Today’s employers recognize the value of ongoing
professional career development. UCI Division of
Continuing Education’s certificate and specialized
studies programs – focused programs that balance
theory and practice with an emphasis on real-world
experience – are well-received by employers and
can be a significant factor in hiring and promotion.
Certificate programs offer an in-depth body of
knowledge to ensure you gain mastery of a
particular topic. Specialized Studies feature shorter,
more concentrated curricula for those short on time.
Both are distinctive achievements that can help
prepare you for career advancement or transition.
Benefits of Continuing Education
• Expand job opportunities
Earning a certificate or taking continuing education courses can
help position you for higher responsibilities or promotion.
• Keep pace with work trends
Continuing education is a great way to stay abreast of developments
and best practices in your field.
• Enhance confidence
A continuing education certificate can help boost your self-image
and confidence at work, and in other aspects of your life.
• Achieve job satisfaction
Employees who actively develop new skills and knowledge
tend to experience higher job satisfaction than those who do not.
• Learn to learn
Explore a field unrelated to your job that interests you —
for personal development or simply for fun. l
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT l ce.uci.edu/arts
Culinary Arts Program

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT l ce.uci.edu/bm
Business Administration Certificate Program
Business Analysis Certificate Program
Contract Management Certificate Program
Digital Marketing & Communications Certificate Program
E-Learning Instructional Design Certificate Program
Esports Management Specialized Studies Program
HR Business Partner Specialized Studies Program
Human Resources Management Certificate Program
Innovation & Product Development Specialized Studies
Program
International Tourism & Hotel Management Certificate
Program
Interpretation Certificate Program
Lean Six Sigma Black Belt Certificate Program
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Specialized Studies Program
Meeting & Event Management Specialized Studies Program
Nonprofit Management Specialized Studies Program
Project Management Certificate Program
Real Estate Licensure Specialized Studies Program
Spa and Wellness Management Certificate Program
Sport Management Specialized Studies Program
Strategic Communication Management Specialized Studies
Program
Supply Chain Management Certificate Program
The Business of Coffee: Modern Production Processes
in Colombia Specialized Studies Program
EDUCATION l ce.uci.edu/educ
Clear Induction Administrative Services Credential
Gifted & Talented Education (GATE) Specialized Studies
Program
Independent Educational Consultant Certificate Program
Instructional Design for Higher Education Specialization
Montessori Teacher Education Program
Preliminary Administrative Services Credential
Reading Certificate Program
Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) Certificate
Program
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL)
Certificate Program
ENGINEERING l ce.uci.edu/eng
Device Software Engineering Specialized Studies Program
Embedded Systems Engineering Certificate Program
Internet of Things (IoT) : Applications and Opportunities
Specialized Studies Program
Optical Engineering Certificate Program
Optical Instrument Design Certificate Program
Systems Engineering Certificate Program
ENVIRONMENT & FACILITIES l ce.uci.edu/envfac
Emergency Management and Disaster Recovery Specialized
Studies Program
Environmental Management Certificate Program
Facilities Management Certificate Program
Water-Energy Nexus Certificate Program

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING l ce.uci.edu/finance
Applied Accounting Certificate Program
CFP® Review
CPA Review
Personal Financial Planning Certificate Program
Wealth That Lasts
HEALTHCARE l ce.uci.edu/healthcare
Healthcare Analytics Specialized Studies Program
Lean Healthcare Specialization
Pharmacy Technician Program
LAW l ce.uci.edu/law
High School Summer Institute in Law
Paralegal Certificate Program
Public Policy Making Academy
LEADERSHIP l ce.uci.edu/leadership
Business Essentials for Leaders Specialization
Leadership & Management Short Courses
Organizational Leadership & Communication Certificate
Program
Strategic Leadership Development Certificate Program
LIFE SCIENCES l ce.uci.edu/ls
Clinical Research Certificate Program
Clinical Laboratory Science/Medical Technology
(CLS/MT) Training Program
Clinical Trials: Medical Device & Drug Development Certificate
Program
Comparative Effectiveness Research and Evidence Based
Medicine Certificate Program
Medical Device Development Certificate Program
Postbaccalaureate Premedical Program
Post-Baccalaureate Program in Pharmaceutical Sciences
Regulatory Affairs and Compliance Certificate Program
TECHNOLOGY l ce.uci.edu/tech
Agile Project Management Certificate Program
Blockchain Technologies Specialized Studies Program
Business Intelligence & Data Warehousing Specialized Studies
Program
Computer Programming Courses
Cyber Security Certificate Program
Data Science Certificate Program
Database Management Certificate Program
Full Stack Web Development Certificate Program
Java Programming Certificate Program
Machine and Deep Learning Specialized Studies Program
Mobile Application Development Certificate Program
Predictive Analytics Certificate Program
Python for Data Science, Web and Core Programming
Specialized Studies Program
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Specialized Studies Program
Web Design Certificate Program
Web Development Certificate Program
TECHNOLOGY BOOT CAMPS l ce.uci.edu/bootcamps
Coding Boot Camp
Cyber Security Boot Camp
Data Analytics Boot Camp
UX/UI Boot Camp

•
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career ZOT
Talk

by Kathy Seaton

You can
learn to be

adaptable.

How do we define adaptability? It’s our ability to react to
a world of change, and lots of it, and how we respond with
forward thinking strategies. Being adaptable is a form of
intelligence and can be measured, tested, and improved. It’s
the strength to ask “what if” as opposed to making decisions
and reacting based on past results or experiences.
Our world certainly isn’t slowing down, and we have to
understand how to process things and information in a world
that keeps speeding up. Adaptability is increasingly more
important as we consider new jobs, plan for upward mobility,
or are searching for ways to create something that no one
has ever seen or encountered before.
Nolan Ryan said, “Enjoying success requires the ability to
adapt. Only by being open to change will you have a true
opportunity to get the most from your talent.”
I’m suggesting three ways to become or alter your decisions
and behaviors to be more adaptable.
48
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1. Ask “what if,” not worrying about the past, to force yourself
to be more creative and inspirational. This will prompt thinking
about the future to create visions that are new. New is
important because old is boring and the only element that
we can prepare for is change.
2. Don’t rely on what you already know. The probability of
becoming an adaptable leader lies in developing the potential
that challenges the past. Beating the status quo that things are
fixed, not fluid, is how you perpetuate change.
3. Surround yourself with people that are willing to explore.
People that think “outside of the box.” Those that are willing to
take a huge risk. Those people that are constant seekers.
The most exciting thing to think about is to avoid falling in
love with a process or an idea. It’s the willingness to embrace
constant change and the prospect of being better.
Each of us has the capacity to become more adaptable. Think
of it like a muscle— it’s got to be exercised.
Charles Darwin said, “It is not the strongest of the species
that survives, nor the most intelligent. It is the one that is
most adaptable to change.”

l

Read more at ce.uci.edu/careerzot

UCI’S GLOBAL PRESENCE
Representatives from UCI Division of Continuing Education
attend international education fairs around the world to promote
our high-quality programs and further UCI’s mission of education.

Continuing Education
Grad Expo
Santiago

EduFindMe Education Fairs

EduFindMe Education Fairs

Spain

Italy

October 24-25

October 28-29

October 18-19

Bangkok

Begin Undergrad Tour

Expo Posgrados Fairs

Education USA Fair

Colombia November 14,
16-17, 19

Buenos Aires September 5

Moscow
September 21
St Petersburg September 22

Expo Posgrados Fair

Education USA Fair

A2 Fairs

Mexico City

Sao Paulo

Turkey

November 10

OCSC International
Education Expo

August 31

Oh! Study Education Expo
Taiwan

September 28-October 1

Begin Fairs
October 12-18

US Education Group Fair
Manama, Bahrain
Saudi Arabia

For details, visit ip.ce.uci.edu/findus

November 2-3

September 30
October 1 & 2

Vietnam

November 16-17

Ryugaku Journal
Education Fair
Japan

October 12-13, 2020

ce.uci.edu/international

Division of
Continuing Education

Subscribe to our quarterly magazine or
view it online at ce.uci.edu/magazine.

P.O. Box 6050
Irvine, CA 92616-6050
ce.uci.edu

MARK YOUR

calendars

WINTER 2020
courses begin: JANUARY 2

SPRING 2020
registration opens: JANUARY 24
courses begin:

MARCH 30

On the road of life
There are many
paths
Find Yours
Be Amazing

ce.uci.edu/certificates

